
NOIDA PUBLIC SCHOOL 

WINTER HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (SESSION- 2023-24) 

CLASS:- V 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!! 

 



Winter break is a great time for students to take a break from their academic routine and engage in activities 
that can help them relax, recharge, and prepare for the upcoming semester. Here are some ideas for students 
to make the most of their winter break: 

1. Read: Winter break is the perfect time to rekindle your love for reading. You can visit your local 
bookstore or library and pick up a new book or read some interesting books at home. 

2. Exercise: Exercise daily to keep yourself healthy and fit. 
3. Sleep: Winter break not only gives you time to make up for missed sleep but also provides a chance to 

improve your sleep hygiene.  
4. Explore: You could try out new hobbies or rediscover old ones. You could also volunteer at a local 

charity or participate in community service activities. 

Enjoy winter break! 
 

 
ENGLISH 

Q1-Write the summary of the poem 'The brain is wider than Sky' 
Q2-.Make a chart on Prepositions (use an A3 size sheet) 

 

HINDI 

Q 1.छछछछछ छछछछछछछछ छछछछछछछछछ पर  छछछछछ गए छछछछ जगह छछ छछछछछछ छछछछछछ  
छछछछछछछछ 
Q 2.छछछछछ  छछछ गए  छछछछछछ छछछ छछ छछछछ एक पर  छछछछछछ छछछछछ छछछछछछछछ 
1.छछछछछछछछ     2. छछछछ छछछछछछ        3. छछछछ छछछ 
छछछछछ छछछछछ notebook छछछ छछछछछछ 

 

SANSKRIT 

छछछछछछ-1- दस (10) छछछछछछ छछ छछछछछ छछछछछ छछछछछछछ छछछ छछछ छछछछछछ 
छछछछछछ-2- छछछ छछछ छछछछ छछछछ छछ छछछ छछछछछछ 

 

MATHEMATICS 

Q 1. Measure the area and boundary of your TV Screen. 
Q 2. The attendance of class V  in a week is given below. Represent it by a bar graph 

Days Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

No of students 32 40 36 38 30 28 
 

 

SCIENCE 

Q1. Draw and decorate different Phases of the moon on an A-3 size sheet.Also, write the names of different 
shapes of the moon. 
Q.2 Make a chart on natural calamities. Also, write 4-4 lines about natural calamities. 
Do this work in your science notebook. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

Q1-SMark the main centres of the Revolt of 1857 on the map of India and paste it in Social Science 
Notebook. 
Q2-.Write about any 5 social reformers in India and paste their pictures in Social Science Notebook. 
Do your work in Social Science Notebook 



COMPUTER:- 

Q1. Explain and write any Five Robots with diagrams in the Notebook. 
Q2. Prepare Presentation on New Year 2024 in Power Point(5 Slides) and take the printout attached with 
Notebook 

 

                                                             
                                                        

CLASS TEACHER             PRINCIPAL 


